Key features of Oxford’s online dictionaries

Oxford Dictionaries Online
www.oxforddictionaries.com

Oxford Language Dictionaries Online
www.oxfordlanguagedictionaries.com

Audio pronunciations
Most current or common definition is given first
Full-sentence examples show words in context
Concise information on word origins
Practical help with spelling

OED Online
www.oed.com

Bilingual dictionaries available in French, German, Spanish, Italian, Russian, and Chinese
Virtual keyboard for inserting special characters
Audio pronunciations for all languages
Usage examples
Translations of idioms

Earliest recorded definition is given first
3 million quotations illustrate meaning, from Old English to the present day
Show or hide full word origins for every sense of the word, recorded from the earliest usage
Show and hide options make it easy to navigate the dictionary

Tools and Resources section offers a wealth of grammar and writing help plus useful cultural information

See key vocabulary in 13 languages
This can also be viewed as an interactive web

Sources trace the roles particular writers played in shaping the language
Timelines offer a visual way to explore language development

Historical Thesaurus - shows ALL words related in meaning chronologically, from Old English to the present day, for a particular sense of a word

Save entries and searches to a personal profile
Advanced search
Grammar and language reference resources to enhance writing skills
Sense-linked synonyms and antonyms
About this entry gives a quick snapshot of how this particular word has developed over time

Earliest recorded definition is given first
Show or hide full word origins for every sense of the word, recorded from the earliest usage
3 million quotations illustrate meaning, from Old English to the present day
Show and hide options make it easy to navigate the dictionary

Virtual keyboard for inserting special characters
Audio pronunciations for all languages
Usage examples
Translations of idioms
Exploring Oxford’s online dictionary sites …

If you are looking for **practical help or advice on how to use English** in writing and speaking today, then Oxford Dictionaries Online (ODO) will provide you with the information you need.

If you’re also interested in **how our language has developed over time** or want to dig deeper into its origins or variations around the world, then the **Oxford English Dictionary (OED)** Online is the definitive resource.

If you need **translations or language learning support** in French, German, Spanish, Italian, Chinese, or Russian, Oxford Language Dictionaries Online (OLDO) should be your first port of call.

---

**“Where can I get up-to-date advice on using English correctly?”**

**Oxford Dictionaries Online**

www.oxforddictionaries.com

- More than 350,000 modern English definitions and entries, smart-linked to over 600,000 synonyms and antonyms, so you’ll always pick the right word
- **Audio recordings** in British and US English to help perfect your pronunciation
- A vast bank of 1.9 million English example sentences to show you how real English speakers are using the language today
- **Practical writing, grammar, and spelling guidance.** for help with all kinds of writing, from writing a job application letter to understanding tricky grammar points

---

**“Where can I discover how English words and meanings have changed over time?”**

**OED Online**

www.oed.com

- Only in the Oxford English Dictionary Online can you find the full, latest text of Oxford's largest dictionary — always growing, and already the equivalent of 25 large printed volumes
- Details more than 600,000 meanings of words, using more than 3 million quotations to show how words have been used over the complete history of the English language
- Explore by **time and place** — display search results as a timeline to see when words came into the language
- **Relaunched** with improved functionality and the Historical Thesaurus, which shows how the language expresses any concept over time

---

**“Where can I find reliable translations and foreign language learning help?”**

**Oxford Language Dictionaries Online**

www.oxfordlanguagedictionaries.com

- Instant access to Oxford’s acclaimed bilingual dictionaries: search and browse accurate translations in French, German, Spanish, Italian, Russian, and Chinese, into and out of English
- Listen to audio pronunciations and click through to verb tables, grammar and cultural notes, and more
- Access downloadable templates including sample CVs, letters, and emails
- See at-a-glance translations for key vocabulary in 13 different languages with the innovative Oxford Language Web – including Arabic, Korean, Japanese, and Portuguese

---

**Oxford Dictionaries Online** is a one-stop resource for practical help with using today’s English in work, studies, school, and leisure.